Improvement of the movement and host range properties of a plant virus vector through DNA shuffling.
Virus expression vectors based on the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) genome are powerful tools for foreign gene expression in plants. However, the inclusion of increased genetic load in the form of foreign genes limits the speed of systemic plant invasion and host range of these vectors due to reduced replication and movement efficiencies. To improve these properties of TMV vectors, the gene encoding the 30-kDa movement protein was subjected to mutagenesis and DNA shuffling. A vector that expresses the green fluorescent protein was used to allow simple visual discrimination of mutants with enhanced movement phenotypes. An initial round of mutagenesis produced 53 clones with a faster local movement phenotype. Two subsequent rounds of DNA shuffling produced additional clones that showed further increased rates of cell-to-cell movement and degrees of systemic invasion in restrictive hosts. Surprisingly, sequence analysis of the best performing shuffled genes revealed alterations resulting in coding and silent changes in the movement protein gene. Separation of these coding and silent alterations into distinct gene backgrounds revealed that each contributes to improved movement protein function to differing degrees. The resulting vectors demonstrate that the complex activities of the movement protein genes of viruses can be evolved to have improved movement phenotypes, as evidenced by cell-to-cell and systemic invasion. The experiments produced improved vectors that will be of use both for in planta functional screening and for therapeutic protein production and demonstrated the power of shuffling for plant virus vector improvement.